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Abstract
This research proposes a mechanism for cost-effective medical diagnostic support for relatively new physical ailments or
diseases where there are incomplete data sets available and hence, common parameters are forced to be used for drawing a-
priori inferences. We propose a simple but powerful prediction model that combines the advantages of the Bayesian 
Approaches and Cognition-Driven Techniques such as Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) using Markov
Chain analyses. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in predicting Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA).
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1. Introduction
Bio-informatics is now being increasingly used as a means of providing medical diagnostics support. In [20],
it was shown that the use of statistical tools and techniques is gaining widespread acceptance amongst 
biomedical informatics scientists as an aid to decision making. There is a surge in the number of such articles
published in the leading medical journals such as the Journal of American Medical Informatics Association
(JAMIA) and the International Journal of Medical Informatics [20]. However, the focus in Bio-informatics has
been on advanced computational tools and algorithms that can process large and complete data sets efficiently
for diagnostic support. For example, in [18], a new program package JAGUC has been developed. It offers cost
advantages over other available tools in processing large sequence of raw data sets and supporting biologists in 
decision making. In the same year and in the similar vein, two software packages to determine which of the two
offers cost advantage in processing large data sets and better decision support [19].
Bayesian approach, which is of non-frequentist or non-classical [1], is used when estimation by using
frequentist or classical approach (e.g. expert reasoning) is unclear - when parameters are random although data
values can be acquired [1, 2, 3, 4 ,5]. This is very appropriate for this OSA research because there are no means
to support decisions (i.e. using frequentist approach is unclear) in situations of new diseases (i.e. OSA
parameters are random) where phenomenon of interest (i.e. OSA in our research) is relatively new and there are
limited data sets (though data values can be acquired) for drawing a-priori inferences. There is a documented
evidence of statistical tools and techniques in Bioinformatics for faster and efficient processing of data that
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helps diagnostics, the limitation is that these statistical techniques and software packages are useful only when 
large and complete data sets are available. So, Bayesian approach with ER and CR is proposed in this research. 
 
1.1. Current statistical approaches used for medical diagnostic support 
Human inferences are guided by the background knowledge [22, 23]. We are using Expert Reasoning 
(mainly from  knowledge) and Cognitive Reasoning (mainly from Markov Chain analyses) to 
infer our Bayesian prediction model. Some researchers have used the Bayesian statistical approach to support 
medical diagnoses (for example, this was shown in [13]). Bayesian Approach is useful because of the following: 
(1) In contrast to the standard multivariate statistical techniques such as SPSS, where the variables are fixed 
and a causal interaction of variables is assumed (i.e. of frequentist approach properties), Bayesian is not 
bound to these rules. Bayesian is flexible in terms of cause and effect variables (see Figures 1 and 2) 
(2) Bayesian approach helps in situations where one variable is suspected (for example, memory loss in this 
case), it influences the phenomenon of interest but the probability of its influence is not fully known and 
may be conditional on the presence of another less known variable. E.g. aged people who have OSA may 
or may not also have memory loss, though both OSA and memory loss are attributable to age. Thus, OSA 
disease and memory loss are independent (not causally related). However, when age (conditional factor) 
is also taken into account, some causal influence of memory loss on OSA may be seen in some age 
groups.  
Bayesian approach itself, however, does not result in accurate predictions because of certain limitations below: 
(1) The estimated probability of the likelihood of the influence of identified variables on the phenomenon of 
interest (i.e. OSA) may be just based on heuristics, thus leading to invalid predictions [1, 5]; 
(2) Due to the limitation mentioned in (1) above, as more and more likely variables are included in the 
Bayesian model, the predictive accuracy of the Bayesian model decreases, unless the added variables 
have reasonably correct probability estimates that can be relied upon [1, 17], such as from ER and CR.  
It can be seen that medical diagnostic support from data mining of large data sets with standard statistical 
regression techniques may not be effective when the diseases are not well understood and also when there is 
paucity of past data for drawing inferences, such as OSA. Data collected for OSA cases are normally incomplete, 
i.e. they do not have all parameters demanded for such statistical analyses and predictions. Thus, it becomes 
necessary to develop an approach that uses benefits of the Bayesian approach while overcoming its limitations.  
1.2. Research problems  
Heuristic based algorithms used in the past research for OSA detection have had low success rates. For 
example, some researchers have used a combination of several parameters (such as BMI, age, gender,  
hypertension and etc.) and also included respiratory data, when appropriate, to predict OSA. However, such 
methods have made correct predictions in only one-thirds of the cases. In the remaining two thirds, prediction of 
impending OSA were inaccurate [13], thus severely limiting the usefulness of such heuristics for diagnosis of 
OSA. Therefore, there is a need for a better approach for OSA detection. 
Normally, when OSA is suspected, the physician sends the patients for a Polysomnography (PSG) test. For 
this test, the patient has to sleep for at least one night in the sleep lab of a hospital, which is both time-consuming 
and expensive. This is because the set-up is labour intensive and equipments are expensive. Thus, only those with 
strong suspicion of likely presence of OSA will be sent for expensive confirmatory PSG tests. We believe our 
proposed combination of cognitive and expert reasoning with Bayesian approach would help medical doctors by 
providing diagnostic support from incomplete or small data sets available on the disease.  
1.3. Research context 
The context of our research is Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA). It is a form of sleep disorder that generally 
affects elderly people. It occurs in approximately two percent of women and four percent of men over the age of 
35, and this illness gets worse with advancing age [8, 13].  Sleep apnea can be caused by either complete or 
partial obstruction of the airway to the lungs. There are three types of sleep apnea, i.e. obstructive, central, and 
mixed [15]. People with OSA usually stop breathing repeatedly for short periods, sometimes for as long as a 
minute, during sleep. OSA causes Excessive Daytime Sleepiness (EDS), which could be particularly risky for 
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people who cannot afford to be drowsy because of the risk in the nature of their jobs, for example, surgeons, 
process control personnel, taxi drivers and etc. OSA is still not well understood by medical practitioners. 
1.4. Differences between pure observation and Expert Reasoning as well as Cognitive Reasoning 
The differences between pure observation and Expert Reasoning (ER) or Cognitive Reasoning (ER) are that 
for the former, i.e. pure observation, its prior probability value is calculated and derived based on observing the 
suspected patients having common symptoms and signs of OSA, such as snoring, Excessive Daytime Sleepiness 
(EDS), hypertension, Type II diabetes, obesity, age over 55 years old, gender of male and so forth. Whereas, for 
the latter, i.e. Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR), its prior probability value is obtained 
based on expert medical knowledge on OSA and cognitive reasoning involving Markov Chain analyses.  
1.5. How to combine the Bayesian approach with Expert Reasoning or Cognitive Reasoning? 
We propose a simple but effective prediction model that overcomes the limitations of the Bayesian 
Approach. Specifically, we propose a combination of Bayesian approach and knowledge-driven components 
from Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) for better diagnoses. With ER, a probability value 
of the causal influence of a variable on the phenomenon of interest is obtained from an expert who has good 
knowledge of the phenomenon [21]. With CR, the Markov Chain property is taken into account. In this 
research, the expert views and cognitive reasoning are combined with the Bayesian conditional 
probability, leading to an optimal prediction algorithm with high predictive accuracy. 
1.6. How to cross-validate the conditional probability of Bayesian approach through Expert Reasoning? 
Cross-validation can mainly be done in two ways. These are (1) before entering the Bayesian Beliefs 
Network (BBN), i.e. at the first level of Bayesian model, its prior probability value acquired by using the well-
k - , i.e. estimation by guessing or by pure observations, can be improved 
through ER or CR such as expert knowledge or Markov Chain analyses (see Figures 1 and 2 below); (2) at the 
second level of Bayesian model, cross validation in between the causal and effect variables (bidirectional) of the 
OSA disease, can be done through Expert Reasoning, e.g. medical doctor knowledge, or Cognitive Reasoning 
e.g. Markov Chain analyses, even though Bayesian Network has unidirectional arc and Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DAG) properties (uni-directional rules) [1,2,3,4,6,7]. So, with ER and CR, Bayesian can be more flexible. 
1.7. How to apply Cognitive Reasoning (CR) to the Bayesian model, i.e. using Markov Chain Analyses as CR? 
We apply Markov Chain analyses as Cognitive Reasoning (CR) to determine the immediate causal and effect 
variables for OSA in the Bayesian network model. We are using Markov chain analyses because Markov chain 
can determine whether the current state can be the sole immediate causal variable of OSA disease or immediate 
sole effect variable(s) of some OSA symptom(s) [22, 26]. Markov chain property states that conditional 
probability distribution at the next step depends only on the current state of the system, and not additionally on 
the state of the system at previous steps [26]. In Figures 1 and 2 below, the age, BMI and gender (grouped as 
Hypothesis A1) and hypertension can be the immediate causal variables to OSA. As from Cognitive Reasoning 
(CR), we know that age, BMI and gender are three congenital parameters. Hence, the factors that incur these 
immediate parameters are not directly contributing as immediate causal variables to OSA disease. While for 
hypertension, as from CR, we are sure that factors that incur hypertension are mainly related to genetic factors 
or acquired illnesses related to heart diseases, diabetes and so forth. So, all these precipitated factors incurring 
hypertension are not immediate sole causal factors for OSA disease. 
also able to use Markov Chain analyses because from the medical expert knowledge, we know that snoring is 
almost the sole immediate effect variable incurred by OSA. In short, by using Markov Chain analyses as CR 
and ER, we are able to determine the immediate causal and effect variables in our Bayesian model. This 
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augments the logical flows of our Bayesian network prediction model. Hence, calculations done on ER and CR 
predictions are taking Markov Chain analyses into account. 
2. Research Methodologies 
We start with a data set of 501 patients, as our training data sets, who were checked by doctors, clinically 
diagnosed and examined if suspicion of OSA. We discuss on one patient s case, as the testing data set, to 
illustrate the logic and usefulness of our proposed prediction model. We primarily focus on the most common 
type of sleep apnea, i.e. Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA). It is related to the tongue blocking the airway [16].  
2.1.  
A 55-year-old woman with a BMI of 40.9 complains of restless sleep. She has hypertension and snoring. We 
are interested in detecting the possible presence of OSA in this patient with just the above available parameters.    
2.1.1. Step 1  prediction based on pure observation on collected data sets 
As e old and 
is obese (BMI >= 30), he is more likely to have OSA. For Body Mass Index (BMI), a standard classification 
from the Medical Field of Studies is that BMI>=25 is considered as overweight, while BMI>=30 is considered 
as obese. Overweight is generally defined as a BMI of 25 or more but less than 30 [15, 16, 24, 25].  
Thus, based on the Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR), the following hypothesis is   
framed:- Hypothesis A1 (Possible presence of OSA): Age >=55 AND BMI>=30 AND Gender = male 
 From the collected data set, it was found that 15 suspected patients fall under Hypothesis A1, yielding a 
probability of 3%, i.e. 15/501 (see Figure 1). But out of 15, only 8 were actually found to have OSA after the 
PSG test, thus yielding a probability value of 53.33%. (Refer to Appendix A.1. for the calculations). 
We first have to consider that this patient is a female and therefore does not fulfil Hypothesis A1. We 
therefore have to specify another    
    Hypothesis #A1: Age>=55 AND BMI>=30 AND Gender=female 
Considering the fact that this patient is a female, we calculate the conditional probability for this hypothesis 
as: 100% - 3% = 97%.  We now combine this probability with the observed probability for Hypertension (55%) 
(see Figure 1 below) and arrive at probability of OSA presence for the two conditions stated below:   
         Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension =YES; Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension = NO 
 
Fig.1. Cross-validation of the causal and effect variables cannot be don because Bayesian network is not 
augmented by ER and CR   
From Figure 1 above, Bayesian network, which is restricted by the uni-directional rules (i.e. uni-directional 
-
validation at the first level of the Bayesian network model can still be done for ER and CR as well as for 
observations  this is to counter-check and confirm the validity of the prior probability values for Hypertension 
(i.e. 0.55, obtained by observations) and Hypothesis A1 (i.e. 0.03, obtained by ER and CR).  By using pure 
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observation alone on the  variable, we obtain a prior probability value of 0.55. We then calculate 
to obtain  a  probability  of  40.01% (refer to calculations involving Markov and Bayesian in Appendix A.3.) for 
condition Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension = YES. Table 1 below shows the conditional probability table of 
OSA presence with the two major variable inputs, i.e. A1 and #A1 as well as Hypertension. 
   Table 1. A conditional probability table (based on either observation from the collected data set or observation combined with ER and CR)         
Conditions (parental nodes) OSA (child node) (by Observation)  OSA (child node) (by Observation with ER and CR) 
A1    AND  Hypertension = YES 53% 88% 
A1    AND  Hypertension = NO 
#A1  AND  Hypertension = YES 
#A1  AND  Hypertension = NO 
47% 
75% 
55% 
61% 
80% 
53% 
 
In Table 1, calculation is done at the first level of the Bayesian model. We must clarify that although the 
subject patient is a female (and thus does not fulfil the criteria of Hypothesis A1), the prediction accuracy we 
need to account for the overall random conditional probability for suspected OSA case, is irrespective of 
whether the person is a male or a female. So, Table 1 above shows the possible conditions for both male and 
female. Now, we proceed to the next or the second level of Bayesian network (see Figures 1 and 2), we include 
 By using observation on Hypertension and Snoring, we obtain a 
probability of OSA presence of 34.01% (Refer to the calculations involving Markov and Bayesian approaches 
in Appendix A.3.) for the conditions:- Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension = YES AND Snoring = YES. The 
probabilities are shown in Table 2 below:- 
        Table 2. A conditional probability table for OSA associating with the snoring symptom (based on either observation from the collected 
data set or observation combined with ER and CR) 
Condition (parental node) Snoring (child node)  (by  Observation) Snoring (child node) (by Observation with ER and CR) 
OSA = Yes 85% 96% 
OSA = No 90% 55% 
2.1.2. Step 2  prediction based on cross-validation of Hypothesis A1 by using Bayesian approach  
We now use Bayesian approach to cross-validate the prior probability value for Hypothesis A1, i.e. 0.03, 
obtained by ER and CR, in order to determine the conditional probability for a patient likely to have OSA. This 
works out to be around 62.71% (refer to all the calculations in Appendix A.2.). 62.71% is optimal enough to 
enter the Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), i.e. to the second level of Bayesian network. This proves that a 
combination of Bayesian approach with ER and CR approach can cross-validate the predictive validity of a 
variable (see dash arrow lines in Figures 1 and 2) at the first level of Bayesian network. We next demonstrate 
the usefulness of our model when more variables such as OSA symptoms and other illnesses are also present.  
2.1.3. Step 3  prediction based on Cognitive Reasoning and Expert Reasoning inputs to the Bayesian Network 
Since this patient is a female,  we have to take the probability of 75% or 80% from Row 3 in Table 1 for #A1 
and Hypertension = YES. After integrating this with the observed probability value for hypertension of 55% as 
well as all other observed probability values shown in Table 1, the conditional probability of OSA is found to be 
65.53% (refer to the detailed calculation in Appendix A.5.). This value is obtained by observation combined 
with Bayesian Approach model at the 1st level of the network model (see Figure 2). Now, we wish to determine 
that given the possible presence of OSA, what is the chance that this female patient also has the symptom of 
snoring? By Markov Chain analyses (a type of CR) and medical knowledge (a type of ER), this is logical since 
snoring is a common symptom of OSA. However, as snoring is not an illness, logically it will not cause OSA 
illness. So, the other way round is illogical - we cannot have bidirectional Bayesian network model for this case 
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(see Figure 2). What about Asthma? What is the relationship between Asthma and OSA? In Figure 2, analyzed 
by using ER and CR, as Asthma is an illness, it is possible that Asthma incurs OSA. Or, the other way round is 
also logical, i.e. OSA can incur Asthma. So, bidirectional network is possible for this case. 
In conjunction with the probability values obtained for Hypothesis #A1 and Hypertension, in order to arrive 
at a conditional probability of possible OSA presence in this patient, we first determine conditional probabilities 
for the conditions:-  OSA = YES AND Snoring; 
                                 OSA = NO AND Snoring 
     We then combine the two conditions  Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension =YES AND Snoring=YES, to 
determine conditional probability. The calculated value for this combination is 53.58% (refer to Appendix A.5.).  
2.1.4. Step 4  prediction based on Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) prediction 
Since hypertension is a common sign in OSA and is already accounted for in our previous Bayesian steps, 
we obtain the ER and CR . ER and CR estimated probability 
for Hypertension is 75% (as compared to 55% from pure observations). Considering the fact that this patient is a 
female, we again obtain the conditional probability of OSA for Hypothesis # A1 as 100% - 3% = 97%.  The 
reason that the prior probability of Hypertension obtained by using observation with ER and CR is higher (i.e. 
75% as opposed to 55%) because we use Medical Knowledge (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) to predict 
OSA. From the collected data, those risk factors precipitate or incur hypertension are taken into account. In 
other words, patients who physically do not have hypertension, but having risk factors that incur hypertension, 
such as diabetes, heart disease, hypercholesterolemia and etc. are taken into account. Hence, the prior 
probability for hypertension, when estimated by ER and CR, is higher than that by using just observation. 
We now combine this ER and CR estimate for Hypertension with Hypothesis #A1 (refer to second column 
value from Table 1) and obtain a probability of 58.20% for Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension = Yes. We use 
this probability of possible OSA presence in this patient for the condition of snoring as an additional variable 
input:-  Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension = YES, Snoring = YES. Snoring variable was added at the 2nd level of 
the Bayesian model (see Figure 2). We use ER and CR predicted in Table 2 as 
the input to calculate the ER and CR predicted probability of OSA. For the condition Hypothesis #A1 AND 
Hypertension = YES AND Snoring = YES, we obtain a probability of 55.87% (Refer to Appendix A.4.).  
From Figure 2 below, with ER and CR, it is understood that snoring is a symptom, but not an illness, and 
hence snoring cannot cause OSA disease (i.e., the logical flow can only be unidirectional). While, Asthma is an 
illness and may cause OSA or the other way round (i.e., the logical flow can be bidirectional). 
 
 
Fig.2. Cross-validation in between the causal and effect variables can be done because Bayesian Approach is augmented by Expert 
Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) for counter-checking the logical flows.  
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2.1.5. Step 5  prediction based on Bayesian with Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (CR) 
We now integrate ER and CR with Bayesian model approach to determine the overall random conditional 
probability of OSA disease for the condition Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension = YES AND Snoring = YES.  
Based on the probability values in Table 1 (see second column, i.e. Observation with ER and CR), and ER 
predicted value of 75% for Hypertension as stated in Step 3, we get a conditional probability of around 73.49% 
(refer to calculations in Appendix A.6.).  We now add the condition of snoring. We use the calculated values 
derived from the values in Table 1 and the observation with ER and CR values stated in Table 2 (i.e. 96% and 
55%,  probabilities below:-   
OSA = YES AND Snoring; OSA = NO AND Snoring 
For the condition #A1, Hypertension = YES, we use the conditional probability for OSA = Yes and the 
observation with ER and CR values of snoring (from Table 2), to arrive at conditional probability as below:-         
Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension = YES AND Snoring = YES 
The calculated conditional probability for the above condition is 83.97% (Refer to the detailed calculation in 
Appendix A.6).  This value, we obtained from combination of ER and CR predictions with Bayesian Approach 
at the 2nd level, indicates a higher probability value as compared to 53.58% in Section 2.1.3. 
3. Research findings 
3.1. Analyses and explanation of the increase in prediction accuracies by using our proposed model 
The female patient above was clinically diagnosed of having OSA and the presence of OSA was later 
confirmed by the PSG test in the sleep lab of a hospital in Kuala Lumpur. So, from the above research findings, 
we can see significant great improvements in our prediction accuracies when Bayesian approach is combined 
with Expert Reasoning (ER) and Cognitive Reasoning (ER). In our proposed model, with ER and CR, the 
Bayesian Approach can be augmented through the following:- (1) prior probability value in the first level of  
Bayesian  can significantly 
be improved by using ER and CR; (2) Cross-validation of the ER and CR predictions by using Bayesian 
Approach, and this is to prove that our proposed combination model can do counter-checking and confirmation 
(see dash arrow lines in Figures 1 and 2); (3) In our Bayesian model, ER and CR can determine whether the 
phenomenon of interest is a causal or effect variable (bidirectional) although Bayesian network itself is 
restricted by unidirectional arc and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) unidirectional properties [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7]. 
3.2. Table of comparison of results showing improvements achieved 
Table 3 below indicates that the predictive accuracy of our proposed OSA prediction model is high.  
bservation 
with  Bayesian Approach; (3) ER and CR Predictions; and (4) ER and CR Predictions combined with Bayesian Approach. 
 Before Combination with Bayesian  Improvements achieved (after 
combination with Bayesian) 
ER- and CR-based Estimates (pre-combination) 
 
Hypothesis A1 (Possible presence of OSA) 
 
Non ER- and CR-based Estimates (pre-combination) 
Hypothesis # A1 AND Hypertension 
Hypothesis # A1 AND Hypertension AND Snoring 
Non ER- and CR-based Estimates (pre-combination) 
 
Hypothesis # A1 AND Hypertension 
Hypothesis # A1 AND Hypertension AND Snoring 
ER and CR predictions 
 
53.33 
 
Pure Observation 
40.01 
34.01 
Observation with Bayesian Approach 
 
65.53 
53.58 
ER and CR predictions with 
Bayesian (Cross-validation) 
62.71 
 
ER and CR predictions 
58.20 
55.87 
ER and CR predictions with 
Bayesian Approach 
73.49 
83.97 
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4. Conclusion and future work 
Our proposed model suggests that meaningful medical diagnostic support is possible through a simple 
algorithm that combines the merits of Bayesian statistical techniques with CR and ER. Our suggested approach 
will be very useful when there is a new disease or physical ailment and when there are incomplete or limited 
data sets from which to draw predictive inferences. We have also demonstrated in this research how such 
incorporation of cause and effect directional changes helps to improve the medical diagnostic support. As 
demonstrated above, it is known by Expert Reasoning and Cognitive Reasoning that BMI, gender, age and 
hypertension may be the causes of OSA, but snoring is a symptom caused by OSA. It is important to be able to 
incorporate these directional changes of the cause and effect for better predictive accuracy of a disease. With ER 
and CR to augment the Bayesian network model, it is no longer restricted by the rigid unidirectional rules! In 
this research, we have also proven that using Markov Chain analyses can be a good Cognitive Reasoning (CR) 
to augment the Bayesian network because Markov Chain property can analyze whether the parameter can be the 
sole immediate causal or effect variable to the phenomenon of interest. 
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Appendix A.  
A.1. Hypothesis A1 is framed by using ER and CR Prediction 
  Hypothesis A1 (ER and CR Prediction) ; 0.5333 x 100% =  53.33% 
A.2. Cross-validation of the Hypothesis A1 by using Bayesian Approach  
Hypothesis A1 Below shows exactly how the cross validation calculation is done: 
 P(OSA = Yes | A1) =    P(A1|OSA = Yes)P(OSA = Yes)              P(A1) 
  P(OSA=No | A1) =     P(A1| OSA =No)P(OSA=No)
 
             P(A1) 
To calculate P(OSA = Yes), the number of observations for 
OSA = Yes, i.e. OSA = 1, is that,  
In the same vein, to calculate P(OSA = No), the number of 
observations for OSA = No, i.e. OSA = 0 is that, 
 
The calculation of P(A1|OSA = 1) is the product of the conditional 
probability for each of the values of A1, taking the assumption of 
naïve Bayes
also conditionally independent. 
P(A1|OSA = 1) = P(Age>=55 | OSA = 1) x 
         P(Gender=male | OSA = 1) x P(BMI >= 30 | OSA = 1) 
=  8/15 x 8/15 x 8/15 = 512 / 3375  
So, the product of P(A1|OSA = 1) and P(OSA = 1) will be as 
 
In the same vein, the calculation of P(A1|OSA = 0) is that, 
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P(A1|OSA = 0) = P(Age>=55 | OSA = 0) x 
   P(Gender=male | OSA = 0) x P(BMI >= 30 | OSA = 0) 
=  7/15 x 7/15 x 7/15 = 343 / 3375  
So, the product of P(A1|OSA = 0) and P(OSA = 0) will be as 
 
Hence, in summary, P(OSA = 1|A1) = 0.0804 /(0.0804 + 0.0478) 
0.6271 ;  0.6271 x 100% = 62.71% 
The conditional probability of someone having OSA given that 
she is within the criteria of Hypothesis A1 is 62.71%. This value is 
optimal enough to enter the Bayesian Belief Network (BBN). So, 
this cross-validation by using Bayesian approach confirms the valid 
answer of Hypothesis A1, i.e. 0.03, that is acquired by ER and CR. 
A.3. Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension and Snoring are framed by using Observation on Hypertension and 
Snoring (calculations involve Markov Chain analyses) 
Hypothesis #A1 with 
Hypertension (Observation) 
                  0.75 x  
                           0.4001 x 100% =  40.01% 
Hypothesis #A1 with Hypertension 
AND Snoring (Observation) 
0.75 x  
                        0.3401 x 100% =  34.01% 
A.4. Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension and Snoring are framed by using ER and CR Prediction with Markov 
Chain analyses 
Hypothesis #A1  AND 
Hypertension (ER & CR Prediction) 
                          0.80 x 0.75 x 0.97 = 0.582 
                             0.582 x 100% =  58.20% 
Hypothesis #A1 AND Hypertension 
AND Snoring (ER & CR Prediction) 
0.80 x 0.75 x 0.97 x 0.96  
                         0.5587 x 100% =  55.87% 
A.5. Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension and Snoring are framed by using Observation with Bayesian Approach 
Hypothesis #A1  AND 
Hypertension 
(Observation with Bayesian 
Approach) 
 P(OSA=Yes)= 
0.53 x 0.03 x 0.55 + 0.47 x 0.03 x 0.45 +   0.75 x 0.97 x 0.55 + 0.55 
x 0.97 x 0.45 = 8.745x10-3 + 6.345x10-3 + 0.400125 + 0.240075 = 
0.6553 ;  0.6553 x 100% =  65.53% 
Hypothesis #A1  AND 
Hypertension AND  Snoring 
(Observation combined with 
Bayesian Approach) 
P(OSA=Yes | snoring=Yes, #A1, Hypertension=Yes) 
=  [P(snoring=Yes| OSA=Yes, #A1, Hypertension=Yes)/ 
P(snoring=Yes| #A1, Hypertension=Yes) ] x    P(OSA=Yes| #A1, 
Hypertension=Yes) 
0.5358 
0.5358 00% =  53.58% 
A.6. Hypothesis #A1, Hypertension and Snoring are framed by using ER and CR with Bayesian Approach 
Hypothesis #A1  AND 
Hypertension 
(ER and CR combined with 
Bayesian Approach) 
P(OSA=Yes)= 
0.88 x 0.03 x 0.75 + 0.61 x 0.03 x 0.25 + 
0.80 x 0.97 x 0.75 + 0.53 x 0.97 x 0.25 = 
0.0198 + 4.575x10-3 + 0.582 + 0.128525  = 0.7349  
0.7349 x 100% = 73.49% 
Hypothesis #A1  AND 
Hypertension AND  Snoring 
(ER and CR combined with 
Bayesian Approach) 
P(OSA=Yes | snoring=Yes, A1=No, Hypertension=Yes) 
=[P(snoring=Yes| OSA=Yes, A1=No, Hypertension=Yes)/ 
P(snoring=Yes| A1=No, Hypertension=Yes) ] x    P(OSA=Yes| 
A1=No, Hypertension=Yes) 
= 0.96 x 0.75 / (0.96 x 0.75 + 0.55 x 0.25  0.8396501  0. 8397 
0.8397 x 100% =  83.97% 
 
